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Abstract
Law has the well-known role or ordering individuals’ lives. Drawing up and coming into force of a law is not enough to reach
such honourable desideratum. The “quality” of law is the one allowing or not the efficient settlement of the difficulties met by
individuals in their social interactions.
The legal technique norms impose an accessible, logical and necessary character to the law. The failure to comply with such
desiderata has lead to the occurrence of some evil legislative phenomena, such as legislative inflexibility, excessive regulation or
legislative inflation.
Knowing and enforcing the legal logic precepts can prevent the occurrence of such unwanted phenomena. To the contrary,
ignoring the legal logic precepts can generate a confused regulation, built on false premises.
The regulation of natural immovable accession, as represented in most European states, can be an example of regulation built
on such false premises. Wishing to achieve a regulation as comprehension as possible of this phenomenon, the lawmaker dedicated
many legal norms to it. At a closer look, these norms prove to be lacking the character of necessity, as long as the problems generated
by the natural immovable accession could have been settled by reference to general enforcement norms.
©2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Lumen Research Center in Social and Humanistic Sciences, Asociatia
Lumen.
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Introduction
The law has the well-known role to order individuals’ lives. The elaboration and enforcement of a law is not
sufficient, however, to achieve this respectable objective. The “quality” of the law does or does not allow an efficient
settlement of the difficulties encountered by individuals in their social altercations.
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The juridical technique norms impose the law to have an accessible, logic and necessary character. Failure to
comply with these desiderata led to the occurrence of negative legislative phenomena, such as legislative rigidity,
excessive regulation or legislative inflation.
Knowing and applying legal logic precepts may prevent such undesirable phenomena from occurring. On the
contrary, ignoring legal logic precepts may generate a confuse regulation, built on false assumptions.
The regulation of natural immovable accession, as it is set out in most of the European states, can be an example
of regulation based on such false assumptions. Intending to make a regulation as comprehensive as possible of this
phenomenon, the lawmaker dedicated numerous legal norms to it. At a closer look, these norms prove to lack the character
of necessity, since the issues generated by the natural immovable accession could have been solved by reference to norms
with a general applicability.
Body
The French Civil Code represents the model for the regulation of natural immovable accession in the Romanian
law, at least under the influence of the former Civil Code. However, since no major changes were made to the essential
matters, the French model may be further considered a source of inspiration for the Romanian lawmaker.
Although the French Civil Code maintains the regulation taken over by the Romanian lawmaker as a model,
however in the specialized French doctrine separate opinions were also formulated, hoping to be taken into account upon a
future, eventual amendment of the regulation regarding the natural immovable accession. These opinions are the result of
a practical vision detached from the “aged” vision on the Civil Code.
Practically, in this new vision on alluvium, avulsion, isles and riprap areas, deserted riverbed or wild animals,
they are no longer related to the phenomenon of accession.
As far as alluvium, avulsion, isles and deserted riverbeds are concerned, the issues generated by them with
respect to the ownership right over the plots of land involved in the respective phenomena should be settled by resorting to
the norms on the delimitation of land property. In W. Dross’s (2000) opinion, the fact that the lawmaker of the Civil Code
understood to provide another solution can be explained by the fact that the role of regulation in these assumptions is not
to assign a new asset to an owner, but that it rather traces the geographical limits of a boundary limited by water. We
consider this opinion to be a very interesting one, and that’s why we thought it needs to be studied.
This point of view is based on solid considerations. It starts from the fact that, in the matter of establishing the
boundaries of a land property, this delimitation is realized firstly on the basis of theoretical and not practical
considerations. This way, the fact that the limits of a land property are traced by the ownership title is unanimously
admitted. However, it is only when the limits thus traced are being challenged, a practical or a material exact delimitation
occurs. Within this concrete “limitation”, the author (Dross, 2000) considers that the “delimitation operates by the
reference to a natural particularity of the plot of land”. Although we don’t think this is an appropriate method to delineate
the neighbouring properties, we mention that it is a method often used in practice.
The situations in which two plots of land are naturally limited by waters are not very few. An overlapping of the
legally established limits over the naturally established limits occurs in this manner. The practical issues occur when, in
time, due to the intervention of natural factors, natural limits change, more or less significantly. The lawmaker understood
to solve such situation by resorting to accession.
Therefore, instead of preserving the juridical limits of the immovable assets at issue, the lawmaker keeps
maintaining the natural limits, which were, nonetheless, changed without the parties’ will or intervention.
From this perspective, we also consider that riparian properties have a certain random nature, since their precise
limitation can never be determined. Statements such as “for riparian land owners, the water creates the limits of their
inheritance” (Beudant & Voirin, 1938) can be considered true, as such limits change when the water withdraws or
advances; this perspective is taken over and perpetuated from the very age of glossators. Therefore, we accede to the
opinion that the movement of the water and its effect on the riparian plots of land represent “both an advantage, and a risk
which riparian land owners should bear or from which they should get a profit”( Beudant & Voirin, 1938)
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A theory with similar effects, the theory of “accretions”, was sustained by authors like Zenati and Revet (1997).
According to this theory accession should not account for the growth of a property; the growth of the property by means
of itself should account for the growth of that property. It is considered that this theory has its origin in the wording of
Art.556 of the French Civil Code, which qualifies alluvia as accretions.
Although it’s based on solid arguments, we consider that such a theory can no longer be supported in the current
context. For such a theory to be applicable, property should have limits which can be variable, which fact cannot be
accepted, in the context of the necessity to register the property and its limits in the land book records, which registration
may have not only an effect of enforceability, but even an effect establishing rights.
All these theories take us back in time, at the time when the Roman law was elaborated and applied. For Romans,
accession accounted only for those growths of land realized by means of alluvium, avulsion, desertion of the riverbed or
emergence of isles, which affected the undivided plots of land, “namely, those plots of land whose boundaries were not
established, according to the rule of Roman surveyors”. ( Hanga &Bocşan, 2006) Such effects did not occur, however,
when the growths of land affected the plots of land which were “divided and measured” (divisi et adsignati), since their
limits were precisely determined by means of geometrical lines by the Roman technicians. For the accretions which
naturally occurred on such plots of land, Romans adopted the solution of considering such plots of land as goods without
an owner, which could be occupied by anyone, by means of occupation.
Although it was not taken over by the systems of law inspired from the Roman law, the solution provided by the
Roman law seems logical to us, in relation to the preservation of the original limits of the plots of land the limits of which
have been precisely established previously. We deem, however, that the solution of considering accretions as res nulius is
not opportune, since, in some cases, such as the case of avulsion or of the deserted riverbed, the owner of the “new” plot
of land can be easily identified.
In this way, in case of alluvia, they may not always deposit on the riverbank, they can also deposit on the bottom
of the river. In such a situation, we might have as a result an increase in the water level in one direction, with the opposite
side that the water might withdraw from the opposite direction. In such case, if accession were applicable, the owner of
the riverbed should take profit of the accession, and not the owner of the riverbank. On the other side, it is considered that
only this situation is a case of accession, since “accession is applicable vertically and not horizontally”. (Dross, 2000)
This last statement, though surprising, is considered as grounded. The very Latin saying “superficies solo cedit”
expressly mentions this: “what is on the surface belongs to the soil”. Even in the doctrine, there are reminiscences of this
meaning, being considered that natural immovable accession can be realized by means of adjoining (adding up) or by
means of “superposition, namely by means of the overlapping, in full or in part, of the plot of land (...) over another
owner’s plot of land”(Stoica, 2005).
Avulsion can be considered a type of alluvium, as well; it is differentiated from alluvium by means of the
recognizable character of displaced materials. In such case, the forced character of considering the birth of the ownership
right as an effect of accession is much more obvious. It is considered that, if we dealt with a genuine accession, regarded
as a natural phenomenon which changes the territorial limits of a property, its effects should occur instantly. The
lawmaker, however, established another time for the occurrence of such effects.
In the case of alluvium, the owners affected by the flow of waters, through the gradual, but certain pulling of
small portions of the property could not claim such fractions of property, because they would not know against whom they
should file such an action at law and for what area of land. In the case of avulsion, however, the exact surface of land
pulled by waters can be determined, as well as the person that involuntarily entered into their possession. This is the
reason why the lawmaker acknowledged the prejudiced owner’s possibility to claim within one year the plot of land pulled
by waters.
The fact that accession only occurs vertically reduces the created situation to a matter related to the limits of a
land property. The issue of accession could only be raised in case the plot of land pulled by the action of waters would
actually be overlapped over the riparian plot of land.
The same vision has as its consequence a reconsideration of the applicability of accession also in the case of isles,
as well as in the case of riverbed desertion.
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In case of running waters, one of the primary distinctions that should be made depends on its owner, because a
significant part of these waters can be found in the public property of the State or of its territorial administrative units. In
such a situation, when the running water belongs to the public domain, the cases regulated by the lawmaker as cases of
natural immovable accession may raise certain issues.
French authors like Weil, There and Simler (1985) and Dross (2000) revealed, for instance, that in case the flow
of the river changes, generating the desertion of the riverbed, the former riverbed will no longer present public utility,
since the river flow presents, in fact, public utility. By changing this flow, its riverbed will be automatically changed, and
the new riverbed will automatically enter into the public property. On the other hand, the deserted riverbed presents
private utility. Over such riverbed, a private ownership right will not be born in favour of the riparian owners, as a
converse to the previously mentioned situation. The riparian owners will only have a pre-emption right on purchase. The
proceeds from the sale of this plot of land will be distributed, on a pro rata basis, as damages to the  owners naturally
“expropriated”, through the occupation of the plot of land which belonged to them by the public utility water flow. What
is surprising in case of the solution chosen by the French lawmaker for this assumption is the fact that the compensation
offered to the damaged persons is not related to the value of the plot of land lost by such persons, but to the value of the
plot of land abandoned by waters. The authors we previously mentioned consider that the lawmaker’s main concern was
not to penalize he State for the change in the riverbed, as long as the State is not responsible it. We accede to this solution
promoted by the French legislator, because in our opinion, this is an equitable solution, which balances the public and the
private interests involved.
It is considered that accession occurs in this case in favour of the public property. The innovation of this
conception, captured by French author Zenati (1994) consists in the fact that, starting from this date, the asset considered
to be primary is exactly the stream of water, while the plot of land becomes the accessory asset, adjoined to the primary
asset. As long as the public interest is the one that requires the character of public ownership to an immovable, we find
this conception to be founded. In this case, the public interest targets the watercourse, and so the course of water is
considered to be public property.
With respect to the isles that may emerge on a water stream belonging to the public domain, the issue is not
delicate at all, since the isle is an integral part of the riverbed, being only a portion of such riverbed, which rose to the
water surface. We are dealing with a vertical accession, therefore with a genuine accession, operating in favour of public
property, to which the riverbed itself belongs.
Others are the solutions chosen by the lawmaker to solve the similar issues generated by the stream of water
which is part of the private domain. Before 1898, the lawmaker provided for the situation of the riverbed desertion, a
solution which resembled to the one applicable in case of the public property. The deserted riverbed was to be divided
between the owners whose plots of land had been affected by the riverbed displacement. A clearer solution was given by
the lawmaker after 1898, by the French Rural Code. This latter solution was the very source of the regulation of this
assumption in the Romanian law. The French lawmaker considered that the riverbed equally belongs to the two riparian
owners.
Starting from this assumption, the solution is logical. If an island emerges on the stream of a water, that island
will belong to one or both riparian owners, on a pro rata basis with the surface  occupied by it within the riverbed, in
relation to the median separating it, a median which separates the two properties at the level of ideas.
The formed island is not a new asset, having its own juridical autonomy; it will take over the juridical regime of
the riparian plot of land to which it is connected.
Following the same reasoning, when the riverbed changes, the plot of land freed from waters belongs to the
riparian owner. Bergel, Bruschi & Cimamonti (2000) accurately noted that accession does not appear in this situation in
any of its aspects. This is also the explanation for the fact that the owner whose property was occupied by waters is not
entitled to damages. The owner will not lose its ownership right over the plot of land, but its right is affected by an
encumbrance, i.e. its exercise is limited. The French Rural Code provides that the owners of the affected property will lose
the ownership over the affected plot of land, unless they take, within one year, the actions required to re-establish the
original course. The fact that the riparian owner can within one year take the actions required to re-establish the original
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course of the water, is a faculty that the lawmaker understood to grant to it for the situation in which the displacement of
waters caused to it significant prejudices. The owner can benefit from this faculty within a limited term of one year, since
the other owner, whose land was increased by the change of the course, must be protected. It would not be fair for such
owner to be unable to use the plot of land thus resulting, since the performed works would be affected by reverting to the
original course, through the will of the other riparian owner.
Finally, another case in which the rules of natural accession are considered to be applicable is represented by the
case of the spontaneous movement of animals.
The French Civil Code, as well as the Romanian Civil Code from 1864 which took the first Code as a model, doe
not contain a general regulation on animals; it preliminarily makes a classification of animals into: wild, semi-wild and
domestic animals. The criterion used for this classification is the only one with relevance in the matter of civil law,
namely, depending on their character, if they can or cannot be appropriated by man.
In principle, wild animals are those animals without an owner. Having he capacity of res nullius, such animals
may be appropriated by occupation. Opposed thereto are the domestic animals, which -in principle- cannot be conceived
without an owner. That is why a lost domestic animal cannot form the object of occupation. The owner of the lost
domestic animal may claim it from whoever might have found the animal.
The lawmaker was not spared of the ironies of the authors such as W. Dross (2000) with respect to this
classification. These authors noticed that the lawmaker “offered itself the luxury” (Dross, 2000) to analyze the special
regime of certain private categories generally regarded as semi-wild animals: bee swarms, pigeons and fish. Their semi-
wild character generates for these animals a distinct legal regime: they belong to the owner of the property on which they
are found. Practically, the owner of the land acquires them, in the lawmaker’s conception, as in the conception of the
majority of the doctrine, as grounds for natural accession, such animals being considered an accessory to the property.
There were, however, more reserved authors, such as Aubry & Rau (1961) who limited themselves to refer to these cases
caused by   ”some kind of accession”.
The solution chosen by the French lawmaker is surprising by the fact that it subjects this situation to accession,
since immovable accession has as a premise the rendering immovable of certain movable assets attached to an immovable
asset. However, in such case, the movable assets remain movable, as they can leave the plot of land on which they are. In
principle, animals can be classified at most into the category of immovable assets by their nature. A genuine union cannot
be made between animals, as movable assets, and the plot of land, as an immovable asset, and the “connection between
the movable asset and the immovable asset, which is either material, or by assignment, is not sufficient to justify the
eviction of the owner of the movable accessory asset, in favour of the immovable asset.”( Dross 2000).
Another finding which may underline the forced, “artificial” nature of including this assumption among the cases
of natural immovable accession is that according to which bringing these animals on its own plot of land by means of
fraud prevents accession from occurring. For this case, the lawmaker expressly regulates the real owner’s possibility to
claim the animals that left its land.
However, this penalty refers to the actor of the “fraudulent accession” only in this situation. For unknown
reasons, the lawmaker did not use the same penalty also in case of the artificial immovable accession, specifically in case
of the person who builds on its own plot of land, with fraudulently procured materials, even if such materials were easily
detachable.
Recent French doctrine explains the mechanism of the appropriation of these semi-wild animals by the owner of
the land on which they are found, by relying on a reasoning which is different from the reasoning of immovable accession.
According to recent studies (Dross, 2000), the classification of these animals as semi-wild is an artificial
classification. In fact, we accede to the opinion which classifies these animals to be wild, and so they can be appropriated
by occupation. Their predominantly sedentary nature is what distinguishes them from the “usual” wild animals. This
nature does not deprive them, however, of their natural freedom of movement. The fact that the lawmaker regulated the
former owner’s possibility, even limited in time, to “claim” these animals, in case the current owner uses fraudulent means
to attract them is nothing but “an application of the principles of civil responsibility” (Dross, 2000). In this way, the in-
kind remedy of the caused prejudice is attempted, since a so-called claim would not be possible, due to the practical
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impossibility to exactly identify the animals which went out from the claimer’s property. The fungible nature of these
animals makes such “claim” to be somewhat possible. In addition, we think that the lawmaker was concerned with
preventing the occurrence of an unjustified enrichment in favour of the current owner.
A genuine possibility to claim such assets could be conceived only if their freedom to move were eliminated. The
practical impossibility to claim these assets which exited the property of their former owner cannot represent the grounds
for classifying this situation among the cases of natural immovable accession.
Conclusions
Evicting the owner of the accessory asset, attached to a property deemed to be primary, must rely on a connection
which is much more intense than that presented in some of the previous situations, in order to justify a penalty that is so
drastic such as that of losing the ownership right.
This fact should be taken into account, all the more in case of the natural immovable accession, as such accession
does not generate a right to compensation. Authors such as Planiol and Ripert, (1952) considered that the impossibility to
request damages derives from the natural character of accession this situation is explained by the fact that, in these cases,
accession does not occur, as it is indicated by the previous explanations.
However, in spite of the natural character of the phenomenon, the impossibility to cover the caused prejudice is
unjust. The damages in the cases of accession, all the more in the cases of natural accession, are not entailed by civil
liability, but by enrichment without a just cause. With authors such as W. Dross (2000), we believe that the natural
character of the phenomenon which leads to the natural immovable accession does not exclude enrichment without just
cause and, consequently, it should not remove the possibility to request the due damages.
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